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We love gardens as much as we love good design. 
We are Degardo®. 

In addition to our aesthetic standards, we also take a long service life seriously when it 
comes to our products. That is why our product range is manufactured at our company 
headquarters in Bad Oeynhausen using polyethylene, an extremely weatherproof and 
impact-resistant material. Because we know from experience: The weather can be 
changeable – our products, however, last. 

In addition to our varied planters, our product range also includes stylish fencing 
systems. These offer screening and privacy, as well as visually refined combinations 
that fit harmoniously into your outdoor environment. Here too you can select from 
among a large number of possible combinations and put together the right fencing 
system for you. 
As with your planters, the following applies here: The systems are weatherproof, 
impact-resistant and very easy to look after, meaning that additional work such as 
painting will be unnecessary, even in the future.

We are constantly further developing our systems. That is why we offer a wide 
selection of accessories for special indoor and outdoor requirements. These range  
from stabilisation systems to WiFi controllers. 

Come and discover our design concepts – made in Eastern Westphalia – for yourself! 

Your Degardo® team

South of the Wiehen Hills and west of the Weser river – that is where Degardo® 
works. 
For over a decade, we have been successfully producing planters and related items 
in this varied landscape. Our products can be adjusted to any surroundings, thanks to 
their interplay of shape and colour, and they have been inspired by the best architect  
in the world: nature. 
Our design objects may be large or small in size and come in vivid or subdued colours, 
but they always catch the eye. They can be used with or without illumination – for 
both outdoors and indoors. You are as individual as your requirements. 

The planters’ unique language of form has also impressed renowned juries of experts: selected models have received e.g. the German Design Award  
and the Red Dot Design Award. 
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These objects are also available  
in large sizes.

You can control our products 
via an app.

You can use these products  
for a variety of purposes. 

Thermal protection and drainage  
by means of a double-wall  
function. 

These materials can be recycled. 

Our planters are resistant to  
extreme temperatures. 

Our products cannot be 
stolen. 

Individual setup outside and  
inside. 

Our designer objects are not 
affected by sunlight. 
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Explanation of symbols

- 45°C

+ 75°C

1
2

Temperature-resistant

Recyclable Double-walled

Robust materials allow for  
a long service life.

Shatter-proof

UV-resistant

Indoor and outdoor

Theft prevention Large sizes

LED with cable

ESL with cable

WiFi control

Multifunctionality

Warm white lighting, thanks  
to energy-saving bulbs.  

The LED technology comes with  
a cable connection. 
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High or low temperatures, extreme weather conditions and UV light do not 
affect our products. They are made of high-quality and robust materials such as 
polyethylene. These materials are not only long-lasting; they are environmentally 
friendly because they are recyclable. 

- 45°C

+ 75°C

Would you like the best possible flexibility in the setup of your products?
No problem: We have designed our products to make sure that they are suitable 
both for indoor and for outdoor use. 
This means that you can let your individual design ideas run wild. 

Select from up to 16 million colour options. In addition to the colour tones, you can 
also vary the light temperature and the level of brightness. If you would only like 
warm white illumination, you can select our ESL solution. 

Coloured light accents, thanks to LED-RGB+CCT technology

In addition to a practical remote control supplied with our illuminated LED variants, 
you also have the option of controlling illuminated Degardo® products – including 
those from different product families – using an optional WiFi controller and a free 
app on your end device.  

Control of several objects in one app

Special features 
Plant pots and design & lighting objects

Temperature-resistant, weatherproof, UV-resistant and robust Objects for indoors and outdoors.
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If you would like to give large plants an elegant home or are just looking for 
impressive and unusual seating, we are sure to have the right thing for you in our 
range of XXL design objects. These are available in sizes up to 2.40 m wide and 
1.50 m high.  

Each of our planters has a double wall to ensure that your plants live a long time: 
The hollow space between the outer wall and the container planting area ensures
optimum frost protection for your plants. Water drains to the outside is via a drain 
hole that can be drilled into the planter. Above you can see how simple planting 
can be. 

With an appropriate anti-theft device for our planters, you do not need to worry 
that they will be stolen. The securing elements are available as base plates in a 
bolted or adhesive version. With their help, you will always be on the safe side. 

Secure installation, thanks to anti-theft device

The design of selected models allows you to determine a new function at the drop 
of a hat: For example, with little effort you can turn a planter into a table or an 
atmospheric fountain. Adapt our design objects to your needs as you wish. 

Multifunctionality: One object – many functions

Large formats of up to 2.40 m in width and 1.50 m in height Double-walled planter for thermal protection against frost

Indoor Outdoor
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Storus Storus is the champion all-rounder in the Degardo range: seven sizes, various shapes 
and stylish colours fulfil any design preference and always go well together. The 
multi-award-winning Storus design is a winner in terms of price too. As winners of 
the German Design Award, every member of the Storus family adds to the design 
of gardens, foyers and living spaces – with plants, illuminated or with a stylish 
champagne cooler for your next party. Like all Degardo plant pots, Storus is also 
UV-resistant, robust and weatherproof. You and your guests can sit back and relax 
because Storus also makes a stylish place to sit.

Pebble-style plant pot with seat and lighting object

... a varied      
       mood setter.

NEW colours: Granite anthracite

see p. 16
Concrete
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The new LED RGB+CCT technology enables individual adjustment of the light temperature across the complete colour 
spectrum, in addition to dimming and a huge range of colour choices, with 16 million possibilities. The light level can be 
seamlessly changed from warm white to cold white. Match ambient lighting or create your own individual lighting mood. 
From a bright, functional light to a warm, lounge-style glow, anything is possible.
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1

Storus I

1 Storus I, translucent illumination, ESL
2 Storus I, dark granite

3 Storus I, light granite
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*Explanation of LED RGB+CCT on page 9!All accessories can be found on page 62!

This is what the jury said:
“Storus I offers an interesting alternative to 
the standard round or square plant containers 
on the market with its alternative design. Its 
rounded form, free from corners and edges, 

reminds you of a pebble from a river bed. Storus fits harmoniously into its 
surroundings, not just as a planter, but also as a seat or sculpture. 
This high-quality rotationally moulded product in polyethylene is UV-resistant, 
shockproof and weather-resistant. The beautiful design, which is also available 
as an internally illuminated object, certainly catches the eye in all its versions.”

Award-winning design!

Dimensions W x D x H Colour Article number

Storus I
Planter 
Weight empty: 60 kg
Volume: 130 litres

1,920 x 1,670 x 500 mm dark granite 227654
light granite 227655
granite anthracite 235702
concrete 249471
translucent, illuminated, ESL 227656
translucent, illum., LED RGB+CCT* 244491

Accessories
Planter insert 110-litre volume black 227657
Decorative insert 110-litre volume translucent 227658
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21

Storus II

High material strength
All Storus containers have a sturdy material thickness of up to 10 mm.  
This exceptional thickness of material for a planting container means that they 
are both long-lasting and shockproof, while ensuring a high quality of use.  
Storus I and II can even be used as a seat.

1 Storus II, translucent, illuminated, ESL
2 Storus II, dark granite

3  Storus II, translucent, illuminated, 
light granite and dark granite
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This is what the jury said:
“The Storus planter unites a natural 
aesthetic with multifunctional product 
characteristics at the highest level.”

All accessories can be found on page 62! *Explanation of LED RGB+CCT on page 9!

Dimensions W x D x H Colour Article number

Storus II
Planter 
Weight empty: 27 kg
Volume: 70 litres

1.440 x 1.120 x 500 mm dark granite 221687
light granite 221688
granite anthracite 235703
concrete 249505
translucent, illuminated, ESL 221686
translucent, illum., LED RGB+CCT* 244492

Accessories
Planter insert 53-litre volume black 227659
Decorative insert 53-litre volume translucent 227660
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1 Storus II and III, translucent, illuminated, ESL
2 Storus III, concrete

3  Storus III translucent, illuminated, LED RGB+ CCT   
  & Storus VI + Storus VII LED RGB-W

1

Storus III

... that all Degardo® containers can be used indoors and outdoors?  
High-quality, pure polyethylene (PE) ensures these products are:  
100% recyclable, impact-resistant, UV-resistant, weatherproof and 
temperature-resistant from -45°C to +75°C. Even acids and  
high-pressure cleaners are no problem. 

Did you know...
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The remote control makes controlling the  
LED lighting easy and intuitive. 
If required, all settings can also be adjusted 
with the optional WiFi controller using a free 
app on a smartphone or tablet. You can set up 
to 16 million colour options with the remote 
control. All lighting design preferences can be 
fulfilled. 

Multipurpose lighting

S+

M

S-

1 2 3 4

Dimensions W x D x H Colour Article number

Storus III
Planter 
Weight empty: 12 kg
Volume: 22 litres

1.140 x 730 x 390 mm dark granite 227661
light granite 227662
granite anthracite 235704
concrete 249506
translucent, illuminated, ESL 227663
translucent, illum., LED RGB+CCT* 244493

Accessories
Planter insert 17-litre volume black 227664
Decorative insert 17-litre volume translucent 227665

All accessories can be found on page 62! *Explanation of LED RGB+CCT on page 9!
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Storus IV

The Storus variants are real quick-change artists. With the right accessories, they can 
be used as lounge tables, planters or with a practical decorative insert – for example, 
filled with ice cubes for cold drinks. They are not only perfectly formed; they are also 
practical. 

1 design object – 3 functions

1 Storus IV, concrete
2 Storus IV, translucent illumination, LED RGB+CCT

3 Storus IV, granite anthracite
4   Storus IV, translucent illumination, ESL

5  Storus IV, translucent illumination, 
LED RGB+CCT
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Each planter has an arrow marker on it. A hole (max. Ø 10 mm) in the centre 
of this marker allows excess water to drain directly to the outside. No used 
water flows into the hollow space. This avoids problems with staining or 
bacteria.

Direct external drainage

Dimensions W x D x H Colour Article number

Storus IV
Planter 
Weight empty: 6 kg
Volume: 21 litres

750 x 690 x 490 mm dark granite 227666
light granite 227667
granite anthracite 235705
concrete 249508
translucent, illuminated, ESL 227668
translucent, illum., LED RGB+CCT* 244494

Accessories
Planter insert 17-litre volume black 227669
Decorative insert 17-litre volume translucent 227670
Table top, weatherproof ø 800 mm white 227773

All accessories can be found on page 62! *Explanation of LED RGB+CCT on page 9!
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1 Storus V, granit hell
2 Storus V, translzent beleuchtet, ESL (E-27) mit Tischplatte

3 Storus V, granit hell

21

Storus V

Get creative
... no matter what size: with the right atmospheric choice of plants, you can 
make any Storus YOUR Storus. Storus V is also available with a table top, made 
of sturdy HPL.



All accessories can be found on page 62!
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Dimensions W x D x H Colour Article number

Storus V
Planter 
Weight empty: 10 kg
Volume: 21 litres

600 x 550 x 1.000 mm dark granite 227671
light granite 227672
granite anthracite 235706
concrete 249509
translucent, illuminated, (E-27) 267643
translucent, illuminated, LED RGB + CCT (E-27) 267644

Accessories
Planter insert 13-litre volume black 227674
Decorative insert 13-litre volume translucent 227675
Table top, weatherproof ø 800 mm white 230633

Universal lock for all Storus sizes. This prevents unauthorised 
removal and is available as a base plate, in a bolted or adhesive 
version. 
Base plate, bolted Article number 227676
Base plate, adhesive Article number 227677

Prevents theft, ensures stability
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Storus VI and VII

1

NEW



Storus VII
Planter 
Weight empty: approx. 2 kg
Volume: approx. 3.70 litres

525 x 485 x 340 mm dark granite 260782
light granite 260783
granite anthracite 260784
concrete 260785
translucent, illum. RGB-W 263161

Dimensions W x D x H Colour Article number

Storus VI
Planter 
Weight empty: approx. 3 kg
Volume: approx. 6.70 litres

825 x 520 x 300 mm dark granite 260776
light granite 260777
granite anthracite 260778
concrete 260779
ttranslucent, illum. RGB-W 263160
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1 Storus VI, translucent illumination and Storus VII, light granite
2 Storus VI LED RGB-W and Storus VII LED RGB-W

3 Storus IV, granit hell and Storus VII, dark granite

Our popular Storus planter is available in additional attractive sizes. Thanks to their 
compact dimensions, the new Storus VI and VII are suitable for smaller spaces or  
can be merged to form decorative Storus groups.

Small but beautiful!
The compact format of the smaller models means that they can be set up in any 
surroundings, regardless of how much space is available. Whether you would like  
to use them as stylish lighting on your garden path or on your balcony: You cannot  
go wrong with these small design objects!
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... catches the eye   
    as if by magic.

With Trevia, Degardo® has reinterpreted the trapezium form – both in terms of 
appearance and function. Its sturdy double-walled construction, in sizes from 700 
to 1,500 mm, as well as a wide range of colour and illumination options, ensures 
a versatile product for both indoor and outdoor use. The planters are made from 
pure polyethylene (PE) using a rotational moulding process. PE is UV-resistant, 
frost-resistant and weather-resistant. This ensures long lasting quality and impact 
resistance. 

Imposing plant pot, trapezium-shaped

Trevia
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Trevia III, clay
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1

Trevia I

1 Trevia I, clay
2 Trevia I, white

3 Trevia I, ruby red

Sometimes, size does matter! Trevia instantly catches the eye, merely by its presence 
in the room or in the outdoors. With a height of 700 to 1,500 mm and a capacity of up 
to 160 litres, Trevia offers enough volume for large plants. Wherever Trevia is used, 
it brings classically elegant colours, individually variable illumination, stability and an 

attractive robustness. Like every other Degardo® planter, Trevia is made of high-quality 
polyethylene.

A representative eye-catcher
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Dimensions W x D x H Colour Article number

Trevia I
Planter 
Weight empty: 32 kg
Volume: 160 litres

777 x 777 x 1.500 mm

570 x 570 mm

white (similar to RAL 9003) 170234
anthracite (similar to RAL 7016) 170238
ruby red (similar to RAL 3003) 170236
clay (similar to RAL 7006) 227605
translucent, illuminated 170417
translucent, LED-RGB 198294

Accessories
Planter insert 80-litre volume black 183915
Decorative insert 80-litre volume translucent 227607

All accessories can be found on page 62!
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31

Trevia II + III

2

1 Trevia II, ruby red
2 Trevia II, white

3  Trevia III, illuminated
4 Trevia III, white

Did you know...
that the warm-white illuminated Trevia planters are made of translucent 
polyethylene and the high-quality lighting elements are fitted with economical, 
energy-saving bulbs? A service access point at the rear makes it easy to change 
a bulb if needed. The container is supplied with a 5-m cable, suitable for outdoor 
use.
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A height-adjustable water level indicator is available for all Trevia models. 

Water level indicator

Dimensions W x D x H Colour Article number

Trevia II
Planter 
Weight empty: 13 kg
Volume: 100 litres

675 x 675 x 1,300 mm
490 x 490 mm

white (similar to RAL 9003) 177063
anthracite (similar to RAL 7016) 177062
ruby red (similar to RAL 3003) 177061
clay (similar to RAL 7006) 227608
translucent, illuminated 177076
translucent, LED-RGB 198293

Accessories
Planter insert 60-litre volume black 183913
Decorative insert 60-litre volume translucent 227610

Trevia III
Planter 
Weight empty: 13 kg
Volume: 60 litres

570 x 570 x 1,100 mm
415 x 415 mm

white (similar to RAL 9003) 177070
anthracite (similar to RAL 7016) 177069
ruby red (similar to RAL 3003) 177068
clay (similar to RAL 7006) 227611
translucent, illuminated 177077
translucent, LED-RGB 198292

Accessories
Planter insert 40-litre volume black 183911
Decorative insert 40-litre volume translucent 227613

All accessories can be found on page 62!
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Trevia IV + V

Perfect for every space!
Whether in your company’s reception area, at the front door of your home or 
on your patio: The Trevia IV and V enrich every environment with their elegant 
shape.

1 Trevia V, white and clay
2 Trevia V, translucent, LED-RGB +CCT

3 Trevia IV, anthracite
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Dimensions W x D x H Colour Article number

Trevia IV
Planter 
Weight empty: 10 kg
Volume: 38 litres

470 x 470 x 900 mm
345 x 345 mm

white (similar to RAL 9003) 193768
anthracite (similar to RAL 7016) 193767
ruby red (similar to RAL 3003) 193766
clay (similar to RAL 7006) 227614
translucent, illuminated 193770
translucent, LED-RGB 198332

Accessories
Planter insert 25-litre volume schwarz 193831
Decorative insert 25-litre volume transluzent 227616

Trevia V
Planter 
Weight empty: 5 kg
Volume: 19 litres

360 x 360 x 700 mm
265 x 265 mm

white (similar to RAL 9003) 227617
anthracite (similar to RAL 7016) 227619
ruby red (similar to RAL 3003) 227620
clay (similar to RAL 7006) 227621
translucent, illuminated 227625
translucent, LED - RGB + CCT 227626

Accessories
Planter insert 13-litre volume black 227627
Decorative insert 13-litre volume translucent 227628

All accessories can be found on page 62!
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1 Trevia 900 K, white
2 Trevia 900 K, ruby red

1 2

Trevia 900 K
Line of planters

Create spaces
The TREVIA 900 K is very suitable for use as a room divider. It can be used to 
divide up spaces or structure open-plan offices. 
The four-piece caster set makes it easy to handle when moving it around. If you 
plant tall plants, the TREVIA 900 Q can also be a very attractive privacy screen. 

All accessories can be found on page 62!

Dimensions W x D x H (top/bottom) Colour Article number

Trevia 900 K
Weight empty: 15 kg
Volume: 55 litres

900 x 390 x 900 mm
820 x 310 mm

white (similar to RAL 9003) 177075
anthracite (similar to RAL 7016) 177074
ruby red (similar to RAL 3003) 177073
clay (similar to RAL 7006) 227629

Accessories
Planter insert 55-litre volume black 183909
Decorative insert 55-litre volume translucent 227631
4-piece caster set  
Set for self-assembly 181380
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Very practical
The Trevia 900 Q offers plenty of space 
for plants with long roots, with a planting 
volume of 380 litres.  The stable lifting 
eyelets in the plant section make it easy to 
move the tub, even when plants are in it.
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Trevia 900 Q
Plant tub 

1 Trevia 900 Q, white
2 Trevia 900 Q, ruby red

Dimensions W x D x H (top/bottom) Colour Article number

Trevia 900 Q
Weight empty: 38 kg
Volume: 380 litres

1,000 x 1,000 x 900 mm
800 x 800 mm

white (similar to RAL 9003) 177071
anthracite (similar to RAL 7016) 191204
ruby red (similar to RAL 3003) 191203
clay (similar to RAL 7006) 227632

All accessories can be found on page 62!
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Rovio
... clear, stylish,    
  harmonious.

With the XL Rovio containers, Degardo® has demonstrated that even round planters 
can be more than just planters. The harmonious Rovio shape, with a slight curve to its 
silhouette, beautifully complements both indoor and outdoor spaces. Rovio is currently 
available in two sizes, four standard colours and two illuminated versions. All products 
are made from 100% solid coloured polyethylene. A particular highlight is that the Rovio 
III comes with a range of accessories for multifunctional use. A planter can be converted 
to a standing table, or a foyer can be transformed with water and fire effects. Regard-
less of how Rovio is used, Degardo® is always synonymous with professional quality.

Round multifunctional container
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ROVIO III and IV, white, anthracite, clay

With remote control
The LED-RGB illumination with eight colour changes and remote control.  
A sophisticated inner structure ensures uniform illumination from the top edge to 
the base.
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3

Rovio III

4

1 Rovio III, white 
2 Rovio III, anthracite

3 Rovio III, translucent illumination, LED RGB with table option 
4 A remote control for your world of colour

5 Rovio III, translucent illumination, ESL (T5)
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All Degardo® containers have a double-walled construction. 
The hollow space between the outer wall and the container 
planting area ensures optimum frost protection for the roots of 
your plants. Frost damage is significantly reduced and delayed.

Double-walled construction

1
2

Dimensions W x D x H Colour Article number

Rovio III
Cylindrical planter 
Weight empty: 15 kg
Volume: 80 litres

H 1.100 – Ø 620 mm white (similar to RAL 9003) 170416
anthracite (similar to RAL 7016) 205658
ruby red (similar to RAL 3003) 205657
clay (similar to RAL 7006) 227636
translucent, illuminated (T5) 207869
translucent, LED-RGB 205666

Accessories
Planter insert 35-litre volume black 205679
Decorative insert 35-litre volume translucent 227638
Fountain insert  
Spherical fountain  
(with illumination)

anthracite 227777

Flame insert  
with glass cylinder

chrome / glass 227778

Table top, weatherproof,  
Ø 800 mm

white 228110

All accessories can be found on page 62!
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Rovio III accessories

Whether illuminated or not: You can order our ROVIO III line with five different 
attachments. A fountain attachment creates atmospheric water signatures, while a 
flame attachment creates a pleasant atmosphere after dark. If you need a bar table  

1 design object – 5 functions 
for your next party, look no further than our table attachment. To keep drinks ice-cold  
in summer, you can use our versatile decor insert. The Rovio III also looks good simply  
as a planter too. 

1 Rovio III, ruby red with planter insert
2 Rovio III, white with flame insert

3 Rovio III, illuminated with table top  
4 Rovio III, illuminated with decorative insert

5 Rovio III, white with fountain insert
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Rovio IV

1 ROVIO IV and III, anthracite and clay
2 Rovio IV and III, translucent illumination, ESL (T5)

3 Rovio IV, anthracite
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Dimensions W x D x H Colour Article number

Rovio IV
Cylindrical planter 
Weight empty: 11 kg
Volume: 35 litres

H 900 – Ø 510 mm weiß (ähnlich RAL 9003) 193764
anthrazit (ähnlich RAL 7016) 205772
rubinrot (ähnlich RAL 3003) 205771
clay (ähnlich RAL 7006) 227639
transluzent, beleuchtet (T5) 210781
transluzent, LED - RGB 205780

Accessories
Planter insert 25-litre volume black 210784
Decorative insert 25-litre volume translucent 227641

All accessories can be found on page 62!
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... varied   
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Varia The XL planter Varia from Degardo® offers many possibilities with its unusual bent 
tubular form. This unusual design allows varied shapes to be created using several 
containers. Perhaps a planting island with a flower shape or a tightly packed room 
divider. Varia always offers the choice between a sleek or a broad silhouette, 
depending on the way the planter is positioned. Varia is UV-resistant, shockproof and 
weather-resistant, making it ideal for use both indoors and outdoors, all year round. 
This also applies to the illuminated version, which creates a special atmosphere.  

Asymmetrical tube shape, multipurpose
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- 45°C
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Create atmospheric contrasts with the Varia  
in ruby red and white. 
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3 ruby red 
4 Varia anthracite

1

1 Varia, clay 
2 Varia, anthracite and white

Varia

3

2

Award-winning design!

This is what the jury said:
“The focus on function defines the appeal of these illuminated objects. 
Their richly varied lines capture the spirit of the times.”



All accessories can be found on page 62!
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Dimensions W x D x H Colour Article number

Varia
Planter 
Weight empty: 13 kg
Volume: 70 litres

750 x 740 x 1.110 mm white (similar to RAL 9003) 231332
anthracite (similar to RAL 7016) 231334
ruby red (similar to RAL 3003) 231335
clay (similar to RAL 7006) 231336
concrete 231340
dark granite 231341

Accessories
Planter insert 45-litre volume black 231343
Decorative insert 45-litre volume translucent 231344
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... speaks to the   
       senses.

Lunocs Lunocs illuminated objects diffuse light indoors and outdoors in a stylish manner. These 
forms, standing at over 2 metres high, bring new lighting accents to any environment. 
Whether it›s creating a striking impression outside a company or an atmospheric mood 
in a home environment. With either warm white lighting or eight-colour LED lighting, 
and with three mounting options, Lunocs is ideally suited to any situation. The lamps 
are made from impact-resistant polyethylene (PE) using a rotational moulding process. 
PE is UV-resistant, frost-resistant and weather-resistant. The metal components are in 
V2A stainless steel and also have a highly weather-resistant powder coating.

Stylish indoor and outdoor lamp
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Wall or floor mounting? 
All versions are possible. Vary your favourite shape with the base stand or the 
wall console or screw the Lunocs to the floor using the base plate. 

Lunocs Round, translucent illumination, LED warm white with wall console
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1 2

3

Lunocs Flame

1 Lunocs Flame, translucent illumination, LED-RGB, with base stand
2 Lunocs Flame, translucent illumination, LED warm white, with wall console

3 Lunocs Flame, translucent illumination, LED warm white, with wall console
4 Lunocs Flame, translucent illumination, LED warm white, with base stand
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Award-winning design!
This is what the jury said:
“The focus on function defines the 
appeal of these illuminated objects. 
Their richly varied lines capture the 
spirit of the times.”

You can find the right base and console variants using the selection assistant on page 52!

Dimensions W x D x H Colour Article number

Lunocs Flame lamps
Weight empty: 8 kg

320 x 215 x 1.980 mm translucent, LED warm white 221613

translucent, LED-RGB 221614

transluzent, LED warm white (E27) 267751
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1

Lunocs Round

2

1 Lunocs round, translucent illumination, LED RGB, with base stand
2 Lunocs round, translucent illumination, LED warm white, with base plate

3 Lunocs round, translucent illumination, LED RGB, with base stand
4 Lunocs round, flame, cube, translucent illumination, LED RGB, with base stand
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Light up conference rooms
... and get it right every time with Lunocs. Select from between eight basic 
colours to create the right lighting atmosphere for your rooms. 
Why not set the lighting to your clients’ corporate colours to welcome them?

You can find the right base and console variants using the selection assistant on page 52!

Dimensions W x D x H Colour Article number

Lunocs Round lamps
Weight empty: 8 kg

Ø 200 x H 2,030 mm translucent, LED warm white 221615

translucent, LED-RGB 221616
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21

Lunocs Cube

1 Lunocs Cube, translucent illumination, LED RGB, with base stand
2 Lunocs Cube, translucent illumination, LED RGB, with base plate

3 Lunocs Cube, translucent illumination, LED warm white, with base stand
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Despite their imposing height at over 2 m, the lamps weigh only max. 18 kg 
and so are easy to reposition. Even wall mounting on thermal insulation 
composite systems (ETICS) is no problem.

Large but light

You can find the right base and console variants using the selection assistant on page 52!

Dimensions W x D x H Colour Article number

Lunocs Cube lamps
Weight empty: 8 kg

170 x 170 x 2,030 mm translucent, LED warm white 221617

translucent, LED-RGB 221618
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Lighting 
Flame

Article number
Round

Article number
Cube

Article number

translucent, illuminated, LED warm white 221613 221615 221617

translucent, illuminated, LED RGB 221614 221616 221618

translucent, LED warm white (E27) 267751

+ =

Lunocs selection assistant

Base and console versions Dimensions Base and console versions Article number

Base stand  
Weight: 9 kg Ø 500 mm silver-grey metallic (matt)  

anthracite metallic (matt)
221619 
221620

Wall console  
Weight: 4 kg 240 x 105 x 285 mm silver-grey metallic (matt)  

anthracite metallic (matt)
221621 
221622

Base plate  
Weight: 3 kg Ø 250 mm silver-grey metallic (matt)  

anthracite metallic (matt)
221623 
221624

Ground sleeve for base plate  
Weight: 4 kg Ø 250 mm Galvanised steel 227389

Combine your Lunocs
... Flame, Round or Cube as a warm-white LED or an LED RGB exactly as you would 
like with a moveable base stand or a permanent installation with a base plate and 
ground anchor. Whether mounted permanently to the wall or with a secure footing 
on the ground: Lunocs can be adjusted to your requirements, both indoor and out.

Select lamp  
LED warm white or LED RGB

Favourite Lunocs

60W

66
Select base/console version and colour

silver-grey metallic (matt) – rustproof

anthracite metallic (matt) – rustproof
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1

All lamps are supplied with a radio 
controller. The warm-white version has a 
dimmer function, while the LED RGB version 
can be used to seamlessly select colours 
and control the colour change programmes 
and the brightness. Multiple Lunocs 
elements can be operated in sequence in up 
to 4 control areas.

Smartphone control;
The WiFi controller allows a Lunocs to 
be controlled by an iPhone, iPad or iPod 
touch (from IOS 5.1) or an Android device 
(from version 2.2) such as a smartphone 
or tablet. All functions can be controlled 
using the free app. Article number 227779

3

35

Permanent ground mounting:
The LUMOS ground sleeve offers 
permanent support for Lunocs base plates 
of 250 mm. The hot-dip-galvanised 
ground sleeve is designed for mounting in 
the ground and provides a firm connection 
point for the light unit.  
Article number 227389

Durable and long-lasting
Lunocs products can be used both indoors and outdoors. High-quality pure 
polyethylene (PE) ensures they are: 100% recyclable, impact-resistant, UV-
resistant, weather-resistant and temperature-resistant from -45°C to +75°C. 
Even acids and high pressure cleaners are no problem.
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1 Simple assembly
2 Flexible remote controls 

3 Control via smartphone or tablet
4 Permanent ground mounting

5 Lunocs flame



1 Piazza, granit anthrazit
2 Piazza, transluzent beleuchtet, ESL

3 Piazza, granit hell

Piazza allows you to create expansive quiet zones – both indoors and outdoors. Its 
generous proportions invite you to relax. Piazza is manufactured from a single piece 
from polyethylene (PE), making it practically indestructible. The large planter volume 
allows you to include splendid solitary specimens. This is an economical and attractive 
way to furnish large areas in buildings or in public spaces. If desired, Piazza can even 
be moved when the plants are in place. 

XXL seating island

54 www.degardo.de

... an island oasis
     of relaxation.

Piazza
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Dimensions W x D x H Colour Article number

Piazza
Planter
Planting cap.: 220 litres
Weight empty: 100 kg
Volume: 220 litres

Ø 2.400 x H 585 mm
950 x 500

concrete grey (similar to RAL 7037) 269807
light grey (similar to RAL 7035) 269805

2,400 mm

58
5 m

m

All accessories can be found on page 62!
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... artistic 
     structure.

Sereno Our designer planter Sereno makes it clear that excellent plastic workmanship does 
not need to come second in appearance to delicate handiwork. Thanks to its generous 
dimensions, Sereno can be used as an XL planter and seat. In particular, the distinctive 
surface underscores the unique and varied designs of Sereno with its honeycomb 
structure and crystalline translucency. Whether illuminated or not: Sereno represents 
Mediterranean flair for indoors and outdoors. Thanks to the robust material, you can 
enjoy Sereno all year round. 

Luminous seating crystals and planters
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Sereno 100, granite white, white and 
granite brown
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1 Sereno 100, white 
2 Sereno 100, white illuminated

1 2

Sereno 100

*All accessories can be found on page 62!

Dimensions W x D x H Colour Article number

Sereno 100
Planter 
Weight empty: 7 kg

H 1.000 – Ø 470 mm white, illuminated 239787

granite white, illuminated 239786

granite brown, illuminated 239788

Honeycomb structure
The Sereno planters are proof that products manufactured in high-quality plastic can 
also reveal the natural touch of a craftsman’s workshop. This is exactly why the 
harmonious honeycomb structure of the container does not have a precise geometrical 
design. The highlight of these illuminated objects: By day, the material appears opaque 

and as solid as granite, but in darkness, the internal LED shimmers through, bathing 
its surroundings in a pleasant, soft light, whether it›s indoors, in the garden or on the 
patio. 
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Sereno 120

Dimensions W x D x H Colour Article number

Sereno 120
Pflanzgefäß 
Leergewicht: 22 kg

H 1.200 – Ø 860 mm white, illuminated 239781

granite white, illuminated 239780

granite brown, illuminated 239782

2

All accessories can be found on pag 62!

Active during the day and night
During the day, Sereno’s honeycomb structure gives it a trendy stone look while, 
at night, it seems to emit a warm light – lighter or darker, depending on the colour 
selected for the planter. 

1 Sereno 120, white, granite white and granite brown, illuminated
2 Sereno 120, white, granite white and granite brown

3 Sereno 120, granite brown, illuminated
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1

Sereno 140

1 Sereno Slim 140, white, illuminated 
2 Sereno Slim 140, granite brown, illuminated

High-quality power LED units
All illuminated SERENO products are equipped with high-quality LED 
units from reputable manufacturers. The powerful LEDs guarantee 
pleasant illumination of the sturdy, coloured polyethylene body. 
The number of LEDs is adapted to suit the size of each product. 
Depending on the product, the power consumption is between 2 and 
6.5 watts.
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Dimensions W x D x H Colour Article number

Sereno 140
Planter 
Weight empty: 11 kg

H 1.400 –  
Ø 660 mm

white, illuminated 239793

granite white, illum. 239792

granite brown, illum. 239794
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Accessories 
Plant pots and design & lighting objects

Product

Anti-theft device WiFi controller 
for 

LED variant

Planter  
insert

Decorative 
insert

Table  
top

Spherical 
fountain

Flame  
insert Cleaner Water level

indicatorGround 
anchor

Base plate, 
bolted

Base plate, 
adhesive 

Storus I - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ ✓
Storus II - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ ✓
Storus III - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ ✓
Storus IV - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓
Storus V ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓ - - ✓ ✓
Storus VI - ✓ ✓ - - - - - - ✓ -
Storus VII - ✓ ✓ - - - - - - ✓ -
Trevia I ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ ✓
Trevia II ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ ✓
Trevia III ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ ✓
Trevia IV ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ ✓
Trevia V ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ ✓
Trevia 900 K ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ ✓
Trevia 900 Q ✓ - - - - - - - - ✓ -
Rovio III ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Rovio IV ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ ✓
Varia ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ - - - ✓ ✓
Piazza ✓ - - ✓ - - - - - ✓ -
Lunocs Flame - - - ✓ - - - - - ✓ -
Lunocs Flame (E27) - - - - - - - - - ✓ -
Lunocs Round - - - ✓ - - - - - ✓ -
Lunocs Cube - - - ✓ - - - - - ✓ -
Sereno 100 - - - - - - - - - ✓ -
Sereno 120 - - - - - - - - - ✓ -
Sereno 140 - - - - - - - - - ✓ -
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Special cleaner

Optimised for effective, long-lasting 
cleaning of all Degardo® products,  
both indoors and outdoors. 
Available in a 1-litre spray bottle.
Article number 227679

Planter insert  

Perfectly fitting inserts offer simple 
seasonal changes to the planting and the 
function. The planters can be moved more 
easily when the inserts are removed.  
The item numbers and prices can be 
found on the relevant product pages.

Decorative insert

The translucent decorative inserts enable 
flexible use of the Degardo® planter, 
e.g. as an ice bucket insert for your next 
party. The item numbers and prices can 
be found on the relevant product pages.

Spherical fountain and flame insert

Makes Rovio III a real eye-catcher –  
the sets can be assembled without tools. 
The container remains intact and can 
therefore be used for various functions 
as needed. The item numbers and prices 
can be found on the relevant product 
pages. 

Weatherproof table top

Transforms the Storus III, IV and V and 
ROVIO III into an attractive lounge table. 
III white  Article number 227771
IV white  Article number 227773
V white  Article number 230633
Rovio III white Article number 228110
The prices can be found on the relevant 
product pages.

Prevents theft, ensures stability
Base plate, bolted    

Universally applicable.  
Prevents unauthorised removal. 
Article number 227676

Prevents theft, ensures stability
Ground anchor, tilt protection

Universally applicable.  
Prevents unauthorised removal. 
Article number 205669

Prevents theft, ensures stability
Base plate, adhesive

Universally applicable.  
Prevents unauthorised removal. 
Article number 227677

Water level indicator  
for indoor use

For almost all models, a height-
adjustable water level indicator is 
available, which can be adjusted to suit 
the depth of the planting area.
Height adjustable (220-330 mm)
Article number 227678

Smartphone control

A WiFi controller allows you to control 
all LED elements using an iPhone, iPad 
or iPod touch (IOS 5.1 or higher) or an 
Android device (version 2.2 or higher) 
such as a smartphone or tablet.  
All functions can be controlled using the 
free app. Article number 227779
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Living Walls
Green exterior and interior
The intelligent, double-walled, pockets of the Living Walls offer stability for your plants 
and contain the possibility of an integrated water drain in each pocket. Watering can be 
done both manually or with a conventional watering system. The large volume of each 
double-walked pocket offers lots of space for growth, ensuring your plants can flourish.  
By the way: Living Walls by Degardo® are produced climate-neutral in Germany, from 
recycled plastics. 

... One system endless   
  possibilities
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Durable, sophisticated material

Quality for every occasion: as a climate-neutral 
company we use environmentally-friendly materials 
in production.

- 45°C

+ 75°C

1
2

Purpose-made, reliable watering system

Our Living Walls are designed for easy integration 
of almost each conventional watering systems to 
make automatic watering simple.

Special drip trays reliably catch excess water 
and are easy to empty.

Simple, handy drip tray
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Delivered without plants

2

3

Product overview

Whether as a luxuriant herb garden on the balcony or for greening entire walls in house 
and garden, our modular planting system offers almost limitless design possibilities.

Natural design oases for every environment
Indoor &

outdoor

1
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 W Free-standing module, can be used as a room divider
 W One or both sides can be planted
 W Quality frame design ensures high stability
 W Integral drip tray reliably catches excess water

Living Board

2

 W Low net weight of individual modules
 W Quick assembly
 W Modules can be extended horizontally as required

Living Panel with side panel

3

 W Low net weight of individual modules
 W Quick assembly
 W Modules can be extended horizontally as required

Living Panel without side panel 
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Living Board

2

3

1

1 Living Board, side view
2 Living Board, front view

3 Living Board, double-sided
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Model Dimensions H x W x D Article number

Living Board

Single-sided 1.993 x 603 x 266 mm 267055

Double-sided 1.993 x 603 x 400 mm 267056

Our Living Boards allow you to place a touch of green wherever desired As a botanical 
room divider, it is ideal for flexible, vertical greening. With a high quality side panel, our 
board system will stand out in any environment. 

Flexible free standing system for every environment

  Free-standing module, can be used as a room divider
  One or both sides can be planted
  Quality frame design ensures high stability
  Quality side panel in pre-galvanised, powder-coated sheet metal
  Available in RAL 9006 (white aluminium) 
  More RAL colours available upon request

green up
your life!

*Dimensions of stand base plate: 5 x 625 x 800 mm
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Living Panel

21

3

Would you like to present your planting walls perfectly?  
Why not try using our planters, which always make a great 
impression!
All planters can be found at www.degardo.com.

1 Living Panel, 2 modules 
2 Living Panel, 5 modules

3 Living Panel, 4 modules
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Model Dimensions H x W x D Article number

Living Panel 1800 x 600 x 180 mm 262607

Accessories

Side panel and drip tray 267057

Drip tray extension set 267058

One, two or even a whole wall full of green plants? With Living Panels from Degardo® 
there are no limits to horizontal room greening. These can be purchased as required  
with or without side panels. 

Vertical wall greening without limits

  Low net weight of individual modules
  Quick assembly
  Automatic watering possible using conventional systems 
  Double-walled with integrated overflow protection pockets
  Sophisticated, powder coated side panel are available

... that the modules can be extended horizontally as required? 
Plan your next project with us! 
If you just want to erect one panel, you will only need one set of side panels 
and a drip tray (article No. 267057). If you are planning additional panels, 
you will need a drip tray extension set for each panel (article No. 267058).

Did you  know...

Living Panel with side panel
and drip tray

Living Panel without side panel 
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Dimensions  
H x W

Colour Article number

Light panel 175 x 65 cm LED-RGB+CCT 207-300-1900
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Exklusive Neuheit

Symbiose zwischen Licht und Form. Unser 

neues Lichtpaneel symbolisiert das einzigartige 

Zusammenspiel von Designobjekten und modernen 

Sichtschutzelementen. 

... individual 
  colours.

Light panel
 Suitable for use as a standalone
 Lighting technology: LED-RGB+CCT
 Flexible remote operation
 Smartphone control possible
 Material: high-quality acrylic glass 
 Weatherproof and impact-resistant
 High level of UV-resistance (manufacturer’s warranty of up to 30 years) 
 Outstanding temperature resistance 

- 45°C

+ 75°C



Phone +49 5731 753-300 Fax +49 5731 753-95-300 info@degardo.de

You will find a lot more information on our 
website www.degardo.com 

Questions, suggestions, requests? We will be happy to help!
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www.degardo.de    

Your specialist

DENIOS AG
Dehmer Strasse 66

32549 Bad Oeynhausen, Germany

Phone +49 5731 753-300
Fax +49 5731 753-95-300

info@degardo.de
www.degardo.com

Dated June 2020 | We reserve the right to make technical changes and colour 
variations. Errors excepted. | All prices are unit prices in euros. Prices do not include 
decoration. | You will find our General Terms and Conditions at www.degardo.com/agb
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